The Abelian and non-Abelian gauge potentials A "are known to describe chiral fields. Here we study their interactions with dual extended objects. The region occupied by these objects is shown to behave like a distinct phase of chiral fields which is nondissipative under suitable geometric conditions. A method for the realization of the 't Hooft algebra in these systems is outlined. The concept of electric and magnetic duality in electromagnetism is generalized to chiral fields with values in a symmetric space.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been known for some time that phonon modes (massless scalar fields) in theories with an Abelian group of symmetries can be described by antisymmetric potentials A». ' ' Such a description is interesting on at least two counts: (a) it is well adapted to the description of Abrikosov' (or (b) Townsend' have also formulated non-Abelian nonlinear models in terms of (Lie-algebra valued) antisymmetric potentials A ". They describe interacting non-Abelian massless scalar fields. In this paper, we study the interaction of dual extended objects with such A ". This paper is a generalization of an earlier work on extended objects in interaction with Abelian A ". '
Such an investigation seems worthwhile for several reasons. (A) As is well known, the chiral-symmetry phase is a broken-symmetry phase. Regions of vortices and their condensates (like strings, shells, and bags} on the other hand describe a distinct phase where symmetry is restored. The existence of this symmetric phase is of interest in the study of chiral field theories (for example at finite temperatures).
Furthermore A, (x)c G.
As a consequence of the Bianchi identity z"""'D"(P)F"~(P) = 0, such a transformation is analogous to (2.1).
Generalizations of (3.6) (3.12) (3.13) 
(3.14) Let the orthogonal complement of & be spanned by S(i):
[We assume thatG, G, and L(o.) are given concretely in terms of matrices. ] Let 
(3.20) 2= -~c"""'TrA""E"(P)+ m"P"'P"~. (3.26) Interaction with strings A simple modification of (2.23) and (2.24) can describe the interaction of non-Abelian A "with extended objects. We write D"(P)P" = s"P" = 0.
(4) There is current conservation: D,(P)(d= 0. The following remarks can be made: (a) (3) is fulfilled as an identity in the Abelian case due to its expression in terms of A""; (b) the Bianchi identity on F""(P) leads from (3.33) to (3.36) and (4) also foll. ows by varying X, in (3.8); (c) as usual the consequence of the identity (2.18) is trivial for the string. We now derive (1), (2), and (3) above.
Variation of A"" leads to (3.33). It implies in particular that on the string, (3.37)
E~""=D"(P)A""+D-"(P)A»~+D"(P)A"". We want to show that the variational problem leads to the following generalization of the Abelian equations:
Variation of z" in conjunction with the previous results leads to (3.34) . Finally, we can compute D"(P)P" from (3.38) and use (3.41), (3.33), and (3.36) to find (3.35).
Thus the system describes non-Abelian vortices in the sourceless 6-valued vector field P". In the vacuum sector we can substitute (4. 3) in R.
Redefining (4. i2)
Here P is the gauge transform of V by g, and P is related to P, as in (3.19). The which is identical to (3.6).
Consider now an excited configuration of the Higgs field at a given time, where f, instead of being a constant, is a function X(x). Suppose also that the following is true: (a) X(x) vanishes on a string S; (b) 
Consider now the second-quantized version of this theory. Let A((P, xo) be the operator
Here 5' is a closed path from xQ to x" the integral is evaluated over 6, and N is the dimension of the representation{L(o. )). Let B(S) be the creation operator for a string S (at a given time, so S is the time slice of the string). Then the previous analysis shows that if 6' does not link S, (5. 1O) a((p, x,)a(S) =a(S)x(d, x") .
But if (P is a path 6', which links S once, (5. 12) traces a path in AdG homotopic to a point. For a path such as 6'" this need not be the case.
Suppose it is not the case. As we shrink (PQ towards the string S, the path in AdG changes continuously. If adP were well defined also on S, this would mean that the path in AdG can be continuously shrunk to a point contrary to hypothesis.
Thus adP is singular on S.
It is easy to specify the nature of this singularity. For 6Q very near S, ' 0* exp adP, dx'~=1+ adF "(P)dx0 p, dx".
(5. 6)
The symbol f indicates integration on a small circle s'0 starting at xo,a. It bounds the surface Q (which in turn is intersected by S). Thus the singularity is in adE(P). It is a (non-Abelian) vortex in P":
The algebra defined by (5.11) and (5. 12) is due to 
